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Abstract 
The paper addresses an application of the software product OPTIMENGA_AERO to a real-life design of aerodynamic shapes. The 
optimization method employs Genetic Algorithms which make use of a full Navier-Stokes solver for accurate estimation of major 
aerodynamic coefficients in the evaluation of the objective function. Thereby, the implementation of the method requires huge 
computational resources, which makes efficient parallelization crucial for successful promotion of the method to an engineering 
environment. The algorithm is based on a multilevel embedded parallelization approach, which includes five levels of parallelization. 
Multi-point aerodynamic shape design (implemented on a medium-size distributed memory cluster) deals with transonic wing 
optimization for minimum drag in the presence of multiple nonlinear constraints. The software has showed its robustness in the 
demanding industrial environment when applied to real-life industrial design. The results demonstrate high accuracy of optimization 
combined with high parallel efficiency. The results indicate that the described computational technology may allow for a technological 
breakthrough in the industrial aerodynamic design of air vehicles in aircraft industry.  
3 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Ltd. Selection and/or peer-review under responsibility of  the Hunan University 
and National Supercomputing Center in Changsha (NSCC). 
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Nomenclature 
CL total lift coefficient 
CLmax maximum total lift coefficient 
CD total drag coefficient 
CM total pitching moment coefficient 
M free-stream Mach number 
Re free-stream Reynolds number 
1. Introduction 
    In this paper, a practical aerodynamic shape design carried out in the aircraft-building company "Irkut" and driven by the 
software product OPTIMENGA_AERO is described. The optimization includes single- and multipoint optimization cases in 
high transonic flow with consideration of take-off flight conditions. Multiple aerodynamic and geometric conditions have 
been placed upon the optimal solution. The optimization has achieved significant drag reductions not only in the design 
conditions, but also in a wide range of off-design flight conditions including high lift and free-stream Mach values. 
   The traditional process of aerodynamic design is carried out manually by trial-and-error method (see, e.g. [1]). Mostly 
gn cycles alongside high time 
and money costs. For example, in recent Boeing practice the full cycle of aerodynamic design involved the work of 150-200 
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engineers for up to two years (see [1]). The overall cost of the preliminary wing design was about 100-120 million US 
dollars. Thereby, in order to be competitive, aircraft industry urgently requires a switch from the "manual" trial-and-error 
method to a new technological approach, driven by software products for automatic optimal design. The use of CFD driven 
optimization codes should become an important integral part of the design of new aircrafts, prompting developers to 
generate promising ideas for new promising solutions. 
   Software products for automatic aerodynamic design are intended to solve the basic problem of preliminary aerodynamic 
design:  to develop a configuration with as low a drag at cruise conditions as possible which satisfies all necessary 
geometrical and aerodynamic constraints and achieves good aircraft aerodynamic characteristics in a broad range of flight 
conditions. Mathematically the problem is that of optimizing shape of aerodynamic configurations for minimum 
aerodynamic drag. The paramount importance of reducing the drag of aircrafts is clear from the Breguet range equation (see 
[1]): to keep the range, the operator would have to reduce pay-load by 7:6% to recover the 1% increase in drag. 
   In the last decade, optimal CFD driven aerodynamic shape design has aroused steadily increased interest in many 
academic institutions and aircraft companies. Nevertheless,  the efficiency and industrial impact of the existing optimization 
tools in aircraft industry remains rather limited. This may be explained by the following reasons: 1) Only in the last years 
computational simulation has been allowed for relatively accurate drag predictions 2) Industrial optimization of 
aerodynamic shapes necessitates high-dimensional search spaces, and a large number of non-linear constraints are placed 
upon a desired optimum 3) The huge computational volume and computational resources are required for solving the 
problem, are also a major obstacle 4) Due to the lack of robustness, the CFD-driven optimization is still a matter of art 
rather than a routine engineering procedure. 
   In the software product OPTIMENGA_AERO, a number of novel algorithms have been implemented which has allowed 
for solving the above problems. The main features of the method are (see [2]-[4] for more detail): 
 Hybrid genetic optimal search in combination with a novel strategy for handling non-linear constraints  
 High accuracy numerical solver for the Navier-Stokes equations 
 High robustness algorithms for automatic generation of computational meshes in the process of the optimum search 
 Multi-level strategy of parallel computations on multiprocessor clusters, which allows for optimal shape design in 
the shortest time possible 
      As a result of optimization, the point of Mach Drag Divergence increased by 0:02 in comparison with the initial wing, 
without damaging the aerodynamic performance in other flight regimes and satisfying all the aerodynamic and geometric 
constraints imposed on the solution. The optimization produced wing shapes of a conventional type which answer all 
production requirements. 
2. Basic Algorithm and Multi-level Parallelization 
    The objective of the multipoint optimization problem is to minimize a weighted combination of drag coefficients at the 
main and secondary design points (flight conditions). The solution is sought in the class of aerodynamic shapes subject to 
aerodynamic constraints such as prescribed constant total lift coefficients CL and minimum allowed pitching moments CM 
and geometrical constraints on the optimum shape. For a wing, these constraints are expressed through the geometrical 
properties of sectional airfoils at the prescribed wing span locations (wing sections):  relative thicknesses, radii of curvature 
of the leading edge, trailing edge angles, local thicknesses. The total number of constraints placed upon the wing amounts to 
20 - 30. 
    The optimization algorithm uses a genetic algorithm as a search engine.  Two specific features of the algorithm are a 
novel approach to constraints handling and the use of ROM (Reduced-Order-Models) technique. 
    In the aerodynamic shape optimization problem, the handling of constraints placed upon the solution is of paramount 
importance since the optimal solution does not represent a local minimum. Instead, the optimum is usually located on the 
intersection of hyper-surfaces of different dimensions, and the topology of these surfaces is not known in advance. For the 
geometrical constraints, feasibility tests are computationally very cheap while in the case of aerodynamic constraints, a 
feasibility test requires a full computationally heavy) CFD run. A specific constraint handling, used in 
OPTIMENGA_AERO can be outlined as follows: instead of the traditional approach in which only feasible (that is non-
violating constraints of the optimization problem) points are included in a search path, we employ search paths through both 
feasible and infeasible points. The information comprised in infeasible regions may be very important for the search, and the 
use of paths to the optimum which are allowed to cross the infeasible area may be substantially shorter. With this end in 
view, we construct an extension of the fitness unction by evaluating it at infeasible points. This can be implemented due to a 
basic property of Genetic Algorithms: contrary to classical optimization methods, they are not confined to only smooth 
extensions of the objective function. 
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   Classical Genetic Algorithms possess a low computational efficiency where the evaluation of the cost function is 
computationally expensive (which is our case since we solve full Navier-Stokes equations). To overcome this, we use a 
ROM (Reduced-Order-Models) approach, in which the solution functionals (such as drag and lift) are approximated by a 
local database. The database is obtained by solving full Navier-Stokes equations in a discrete neighborhood of a current 
basic point in the search space. To ensure accuracy of optimal search, we combine approximate solutions with "exact" (full 
Navier-Stokes) solutions, by using a prediction-verification approach. At the prediction stage, the genetic search is 
concurrently performed on a set of embedded search domains. Each domains yields an (sub)optimal point, and the whole set 
of these "candidate" points is verified through full Navier-Stokes computations at the verification stage, thus determining 
the final optimal point. To ensure the global character of the overall search, we perform outer iterations. 
   The accuracy with which the objective function ( the total drag) is estimated is crucial for the success of the optimization. 
We employ a high-accuracy code for solving Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stokes equations. The main features of the code 
are the use of multi-block structured grids, multi-grid computations with a high-order numerical scheme, turbulence 
modeling and multi-level parallelization. The code ensures accurate drag estimates achieving good accuracy on coarse grids, 
it does not employ any artificial parameters, which make the code suitable for industrial applications.  
   To avoid a troublesome manual generation of multiple numerical meshes and to maintain the optimization process 
continuous, we made use of topological similarity of geometrical configurations, involved in the optimization process. The 
grids are constructed by means of a fast automatic transformation of the initial grid which corresponds to the starting basic 
geometry. This allows to avoid a troublesome manual generation of numerical meshes within the optimization process and 
to maintain the optimization process continuous. 
   The problem of aerodynamic shape optimization is highly time-consuming, thus the construction of a computationally 
efficient algorithm is vital for the success of the method in engineering environment. To achieve this goal a multilevel 
parallelization strategy was used. This includes parallelization of the multiblock full Navier-Stokes solver, parallel 
evaluation of objective function and, finally, parallelization of the optimization framework. 
   To make the optimization practically feasible, we have developed a highly scalable parallelization implementation which 
allows for dramatic reduction in overall computation time. Specifically we employ an embedded multilevel parallelization 
algorithm, with five levels of parallelization. At Level 1 the target function estimation (solution of Navier-Stokes equations) 
is parallelized. This uses a parallel version of the solver. It is based on the geometrical decomposition approach. An overall 
computational domain being block-structured, the groups of blocks are mapped to the slave processors monitored by the 
master-processor. Each slave processor performs calculations at the cell points of blocks mapped to it. At each iteration 
slave processors exchange block boundary information in such a way that boundary strips of each block carry information 
of the boundary strips of the neighboring blocks. The amount of transferred information is proportional to the width of the 
computational template which is equal to one for most of the computational work. The parallel efficiency of Level 1 is 
above 90%. Level 1 is embedded with Level 2, which performs parallel processing of tested geometries. 
   Levels 1 and 2 improve the computational efficiency of the CFD part of the whole algorithm, while Levels 3, 4 and 5 
parallelize the optimization process itself. At Level 3, the process of genetic search is parallelized. This level is embedded 
with Level 4, which performs optimal search on multiple search domains. Level 5 handles parallel grid generation. The 
parallel efficiency of Levels 3 - 5 is close to 100% . The parallelization is implemented on a cluster of multiprocessors using 
the standard PVM software package. 
3. Results.  
3.1. Design Target and Analysis of Basic Wing 
   The aerodynamic design aimed at minimizing the total drag of a generic fixed-planform aerodynamic wing in high 
transonic flight regime. It was required to keep the values of pitching moment to the original level. Geometrical constraints 
were placed upon the minimum allowable thickness of airfoils. Additional constraints were imposed on minimum allowable 
local thicknesses of wing airfoils which allows for sufficient wing volume and for avoiding too thin a leading edge. 
   The initial basic wing (designated GW_B) has a glove-like planform. It possesses a constant leading edge sweep angle and 
a tailing edge kink. The wing may be described by three wing sections: wing, crank and tip which were subject to 
optimization. Maximum wing thicknesses vary in the range 10% - 16%.  
   The basic wing GW_B was analyzed by running OPTIMENGA_AERO in the analysis regime. First, the analysis was 
performed at the design (cruise) flight conditions CL = 0.57, M = 0.80, Re = 4500000 and at a higher Mach point CL = 0.57, 
M = 0.82, Re = 4500000, and then the wing was analyzed at a wide range of transonic conditions, which allowed to build 
lift/drag polars at M = 0.80 and M = 0.82, and also a Mach drag rise curve at CL = 0.57. In addition, the lift vs. angle of 
attack curve at M=0.20 was built  in order to assess the value of the maximum lift coefficient CLmax. 
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   The pressure distributions on the upper surface of the basic wing at M = 0.80 at design CL = 0.57  (Fig.1) and at M = 0.82 
at the same CL = 0.57 are typical for a high-aspect ratio supercritical wing with moderate sweep in the conditions which 
combine high lift coefficient and high free-stream Mach number (see Fig.1, where the well-known lambda shock-wave 
pattern for swept wings is clearly displayed). Already at M = 0.80, CL = 0.57 the pressure distribution indicated that the flow 
is close to separation in the outboard wing part. This phenomenon is amplified at M = 0.82. This was also confirmed by the 
behavior of the Mach drag rise curve at CL = 0.57 (see the basic wing curve in Fig. 2). The increase in Mach from M = 0.78 
to 0.80 yielded a drag rise of 20 aerodynamic counts while the increase in Mach from M = 0.80 to 0.82 has increased the 
drag by approximately 53 counts which indicates the sharp increase of wave drag. The detailed aerodynamic analysis of the 
basic wing led to the specification of the following design target: to achieve wing drag reduction at CL = 0.57 and M = 0.78 
 0.82 without downgrading other positive aerodynamic characteristics, with consideration of all constraints placed upon the 
wing shape and its aerodynamic characteristics. 
3.2. Optimization Cases 
   In total, three optimization cases have been considered: two single-point optimizations designated GW_O1, GW_O2 and a 
three-point optimization GW_O3. The optimization GW_O1 was unconstrained in respect to the pitching moment while the 
optimizations GW_O2 and GW_O3 were fully constrained cases. The design conditions and optimization parameters are 
summarized in Table 1. The computations have been carried out in the Computer Center of KIAM (Keldysh Institute of 
Applied Mathematics) of Russian Academy of Sciences on a parallel cluster under the operation system LINUX. In total, 
260 computational nodes have been used. On this subcluster, one optimization step of a single-point optimization required 1 
hour, that is, e.g., a three-point optimization with 10 optimization steps took about 30 hours.  One analysis run (at fixed 
flight conditions) takes about 30 minutes. The overall computer-related design time (which also includes analysis runs in a 
wide range of flight conditions) amounted to 300 hours. Since all the runs were "first-shot" runs (that is, did not require any 
tuning of whatever software or input parameters), the total wall-clock time for this work amounted to only two weeks. 
Table 1. Conditions and parameters for optimization test-cases 
Case Number of               




    CL 
Design  
    M   
   Design 
       Re 
Constraint 
on  CM 
GW_O1 1                       9                    0.57                   0.80 4 500 000.       NO 
GW_O2 1     10    0.57   0.80 4 500 000.      YES 
GW_O3 3     21    0.57 
   0.57 
   1.10     
  0.80 
  0.82  
  0.20                         
4 500 000.  
4 500 000.                 
     YES 
     YES 
 
3.3. Single-point optimizations 
In the beginning, two single-point optimizations have been performed. The first of these optimizations (GW_O1) was 
unconstrained in respect to pitching moment while in the second optimization GW_O2 the value of pitching moment was 
kept to the level of the basic configuration GW_B. The first optimization was useful in order to determine limiting 
capabilities of optimization at the design point. 
In comparison with the basic wing, the optimization GW_O1 has reduced the value of total drag by 37 counts at the 
design point CL = 0.57, M =0.80 (from 242.4 to 205.4 counts) while at higher Mach conditions CL = 0.57, M = 0.80, the 
reduction amounted to 49.6 counts from 295.8 to 246.2 counts). The corresponding pressure distribution on the upper wing 
surface show that the modified wing shape led to a favorable reloading along the whole wing span, and the low pressure 
zone has been sig
decrease in the value of pitching moment. Nevertheless, such a preliminary optimization may be useful in practical 
aerodynamic design since it allows estimating ultimate (though practically unattainable) limits of improvement. 
   Thereby, it was necessary to carry out an additional optimization GW_O2 in the same design conditions with added 
constraint on pitching moment. In comparison with the basic wing, the optimization GW_O1 has reduced the value of total 
drag by 27 counts at the design point CL = 0.57, M = 0.80 (from 242.4 to 215.4 counts) while at higher Mach conditions CL 
= 0.57, M = 0.80 the reduction amounted to 39.7 counts from 295.8 to 256.1 counts). 
Based on the comparison of GW_O2 sectional airfoils with those of the basic wing and GW_O1, it may be assessed that, in 
order to ensure the original level of pitching moment, the optimization GW_O2 has significantly changed the distribution of 
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wing loading in comparison with GW_O1. Though the pressure distribution of GW_O2 is less favorable than that of 
GW_O1, also in this case the low pressure zone has significantly has been reduced, and the shock-wave pattern has 
significantly improved. 
   The analysis of the corresponding Mach drag rise curve (Fig. 2) shows that the wing GW_O2 demonstrates a significant 
improvement in a high Mach zone (starting from M =0.77), though the level of improvement is lower than this of GW_O1. 
Summing up, the optimization GW_O2 succeeded to increase the Mach number at which drag increases rapidly, that is 
increase the Mach Drag Divergence (MDD). The shift in the value of MDD is estimated at 0.02 (which is difficult to 
achieve at a high transonic zone). A consideration of transonic lift/drag polars showed that also in respect to lift, the 
achieved drag reduction is not confined to the design point. The drag reduction takes place for lift coefficients starting from 
CL = 0.45 at M = 0.80 and from CL = 0.37 at M = 0.82.  
   On the negative side, the value of maximum lift CLmax has decreased since low-Mach/high lift design conditions are not 
treated by this optimization case. This drawback was corrected by performing a three-point optimization. 
3.4. Multi-point optimizations 
   To restore the maximum lift value at take-off conditions, we have performed a three-point optimization GW_O3. In this 
optimization, the main design point was complemented with two additional points. The second optimization point M = 0.82, 
CL = 0.57 was added in order to reinforce the trend toward increasing MDD. The third point M = 0.20, CL =1.10 was 
intended to restore the original level of maximum lift.  
   Though the optimal shapes GW_O2 and GW_O3 have a high resemblance, even seemingly minor geometrical changes 
proved sufficient to recover the required level of maximum and to additionally reduce drag at M = 0.82 (see Table 2).  
   Pressure distribution on the upper wing surface of GW_O3 is given in Fig. 3 for M = 0.80. GW_O3 sectional pressure 
distributions have also exhibited a significant improvement along the whole wing span. There are no indications of 
separation (present in the basic wing) and, also at M = 0.82, a significantly improved flow behavior is observed. 
   Lift/drag polars for M=0.80 are given in Fig. 4. They indicate that the improvement in aerodynamic performance takes 
place in a wide region of lift coefficients. The analysis of Mach drag rise curve (Fig. 2) shows that the wing GW_O3 has 
enhanced the trend toward increasing MDD and has shifted the value of MDD by at least 0.02. Finally, the optimization 
GW_O3 has increased the value of maximum lift (compared to GW_O2), coming close to the original level. 
    Table 2 Comparison of GW_O2 and GW_O3 with the basic wing 








GW_B 242.4                    295.8                 405.2 1.24 
GW_O2     215.4     256.1 367.5 1.17 
GW_O3     216.7     249.4 357.2 1.21 
 
3.5. Conclusions 
An industrial application of a new massively parallel software technology for automatic industrial design of aerodynamic 
shapes is presented. Its cornerstone is the constrained optimization to minimum drag driven by an industry-strength code 
OPTIMENGA_AERO. The results demonstrate high accuracy of optimization combined with high parallel efficiency and 
show that the described technology allows for a significant improvement in aerodynamic performance at on- and off-design 
conditions.  The accuracy and robustness of results achieved in a realistic timeframe in the demanding industrial 
environment indicate that the presented computational technology may allow for a breakthrough in the industrial 
aerodynamic design of air vehicles in aircraft industry.  
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           Fig. 1. Cp distribution on the upper surface of basic wing, M=0.80, CL=0.57         Fig. 2. Mach drag rise of the basic and optimal wings at CL=0.57 
 
            
       Fig. 3. Cp distribution on the upper surface of GW_O3 wing, M=0.80, CL=0.57     Fig. 4.Lift/drag polars of the basic and GW_O3 wings at M=0.80  
